
Transforming the Digital Sphere!



THIS CAROUSEL 
IS IMPORTANT?why

Social Dapps represent a transformative shift
in the way we interact and connect online. 

These platforms provide users with greater
control over their data and a more
transparent, censorship-resistant
environment.

In this carousel, you will discover a selection
of the most vibrant and functional social
dapps available today.



Paragraph Allow users to write web3-powered newsletters. 

Lenster A decentralized, and permissionless social media
app built with Lens Protocol.

Farcaster An open protocol for building decentralized social
networks.

Continuum A free, learn-to-earn social network where users
earn crypto and NFTs by learning.

Mirror A web3 publishing platform similar to Medium, but
relying on blockchain-based encryption.



Lenstube
A decentralized video-sharing social media
platform powered by Lens Protocol.

Orb

RARA

A decentralized professional social media app for
web3 working professionals.

A social curation protocol open to anyone wishing
to curate NFTs.

Arcade2Earn A GameFi platform, rewards tokens to its members
from play-to-earn metaverse games.

Fountain A blockchain content ecosystem based on PoC.



Islands

Revel.xyz

Bluesky

Interface

Twetch A social media app for all platforms that ensures
data privacy and decentralization.

A social platform for creating and trading
collectibles/NFTs of personal media.

Community management platform for web3
communities built around NFTs.

The project is backed by Jack Dorsey and is
developing the AT Protocol to create a web3-based
internet.

Users can explore, engage, and stay informed
about web3 protocols, projects, communities, and
assets.



Phaver

Mask

Context

Share-to-earn decentralized social app that rewards
active users with ownership in the platform.

Launchcaster A place for discovering and launching new web3
projects.

The extension melds Dapps with social media, adding
a decentralized flair to familiar web 2.0 features.

Allows NFT traders to track influencer wallet
activity through a simplified interface.

Meritverse Allows users to verifiably showcase skills and build
a professional network.



MINDS

NF.td

RSS3

An open-source social network that rewards users
with MINDS Tokens for content, referrals, and
liquidity.

Allows users to mint usernames, customize profiles
then link them anywhere. 

Troop Finance A finance platform for communities to collectively
manage investment portfolios.

An information dissemination protocol for Web3
with the core elements of feed and search.

Niche Club A new take on social media, distributing ownership 
of the network to its members. 



Entre

Orbis Club

Status.IM

Share

dArticle

A professional networking app where you can
connect with other web3 professionals.

A messaging app, wallet, and web3 browser that
puts a high value on security.

The fastest way to build open social applications.

A web3 social writing platform where authors can
publish writings as digital collectibles.

Bringing decentralization to the writing world.



BEBverse

Convo Space

DeSciWorld

A decentralized social media protocol that fosters
communities.

A web3 live streaming platform that benefits both
broadcasters and viewers.

A single layer for managing online conversations,
easily integrated into any application with its API.

Global information aggregation and social
engagement hub of the DeSci space.

Link3 A web3 social network of verifiable identities to
build and discover new communities. 

LiveThree



Discove A Farcaster social client with community feeds and
plugins.

Suku Provides web3 communities with simple yet
powerful tools and incentives to grow faster. 

Catapult Enables connecting with interesting people across
the web3 ecosystem.

Unify the ecosystem by integrating decentralized
apps into a simple, delightful social experience.

Ethereum 
World

Seam Social A platform where users design, code, and curate
MySpace-like profiles.



TokenTag

Chatpuppy

MetaChat

Solarplex

Unifies social channels and chains to create a single,
easy-to-use web3 social ecosystem.

An instant messaging dapp that provides end-to-
end encrypted messaging and file sharing.

Yup A web3 social aggregator, bringing all of web3's
social content into one place. 

A web3 messaging protocol for next-gen social
communication. 

Specifically designed to serve the needs of web3
product builder communities.



Oxalus

Solcial

CoinEasy

Webssey

An NFT social commerce platform, that connects
NFT creators and collectors in one hub.

A decentralized social network that offers a new
level of privacy and security.  

A social platform that values user privacy, data
ownership, and democratic content.

A privacy-first social platform empowers users to
earn cryptocurrency while promoting their
content.

An all-in-one Web3 mobile app guide to the crypto
world.

WireMin



This list is not exhaustive, as new
Dapps are launched daily.

Source: Alchemy




